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Celia Cruz Queen Of Salsa
My Name Is Celia (Me Llamo Celia)Oye, Celia!A Song
for Celia CruzMacmillan
Find Bluey and Bingo in this search-and-find activity
book! Have you seen Bluey and Bingo? There are
lots of other hidden items, too, so join the fun in this
search-and-find book!
"They are found in tiny parcels of land squeezed
among Manhattan buildings and in large rolling
tracts of land in Brooklyn, Queens, and the Bronx.
New York City's cemeteries carry on the ancient
tradition of memorializing the dead with monuments,
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from plain gray markers to imposing crypts.
Whatever their size, they tell the story of the city's
evolution--its triumphs, tragedies, and setbacks--as
it became a global capital ... [This book] takes you on
a walk through these memorial parks, guiding you
through works of art cast in stone, from small
solitary monuments to some of the country's most
grand mausoleums"--Page 4 of cover.
“ . . . notable for its depiction of young Churchill,
warts and all, as a very human character . . . .”—New
York Times “A bestseller in the UK, this portrait of
Winston Churchill, written by his granddaughter,
unapologetically presents the future prime minister
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as an action hero in the Boer War. It’s rousing
reading. Sandy’s affection for her grandfather is
obvious, but she shows enough of his grandiosity to
maintain a reader’s trust. . . . Sandys is fully aware
of the extent to which her grandfather had a finger to
the political winds during his exploits: he sought the
limelight as aggressively as he chased adventure.
Because of Sandys’s brisk narrative, as well as their
knowledge of the man Churchill later became,
readers will not hold young Winston’s ambition
against him.”—Publishers Weekly “During his ninemonth stint in South Africa, Churchill, though
officially classified as a noncombatant reporter,
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managed to send stirring dispatches to the Morning
Post, engage in several bloody skirmishes with the
enemy, be captured and incarcerated as a prisoner
of war, and make a suitably sensationalized, yet
nonetheless daring, escape from prison. Written in a
lively narrative style, this affectionate biographical
portrait of a very young, very spirited, and very
enterprising Winston Churchill succeeds in
foreshadowing the magnitude of the renown he
eventually achieved. A rip-roaring good read
chockfull of action, suspense, and history.”—Booklist
The Rhythm of Latin America - Salsa, Rumba,
Merengue, and More
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Oye, Celia!
Tune Squad (Space Jam: A New Legacy)
My Name Is Celia (Me Llamo Celia)
Selena, Latinos, and the Performance of Memory
Haegue Yang

Presents photographs by a fashion photographer who was
a longtime friend of the Queen of Salsa along with essays
and information about her costumes, her working habits,
her relationships with other people, and other aspects of
her life.
A timely picture book biography about Shirley Chisholm,
the first Black woman in Congress, who sought the
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Democratic nomination to be the president of the United
States. Shirley Chisholm famously said, "If they don't give
you a seat at the table, bring a folding chair." This
dynamic biography illuminates how Chisholm was a doer,
an active and vocal participant in our nation's democracy,
and a force to be reckoned with. Now young readers will
learn about her early years, her time in Congress, her
presidential bid and how her actions left a lasting legacy
that continues to inspire, uplift, and instruct.
Winner of a Pura Belpré Illustrator Honor and a Robert
F. Sibert Honor! Celebrate music icon Carlos Santana in
this vibrant, rhythmic picture book from the author of the
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New York Times Best Illustrated Children’s Book Muddy:
The Story of Blues Legend Muddy Waters. Carlos Santana
loved to listen to his father play el violín. It was a sound
that filled the world with magic and love and feeling and
healing—a sound that made angels real. Carlos wanted to
make angels real, too. So he started playing music. Carlos
tried el clarinete and el violín, but there were no angels.
Then he picked up la guitarra. He took the soul of the
Blues, the brains of Jazz, and the energy of Rock and Roll,
and added the slow heat of Afro-Cuban drums and the
cilantro-scented sway of the music he’d grown up with in
Mexico. There were a lot of bands in San Francisco but
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none of them sounded like this. Had Carlos finally found
the music that would make his angels real?
Discusses how children tend to fall "through the cracks"
in school systems which lack stimulation, and shows some
alternative teaching styles which rely heavily on art
The Biography of Celia Cruz
Mama's Girl
My Perfectly Imperfect Life
Gardens of Stone
Teaching Children to Access Their Heart and Get Free
from Sticky Thoughts
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Illustrations and rhythmic text celebrate the
life and music of singer Celia Cruz, as a
young fan attends a neighborhood dance party
and hears loss, happiness, Latin American
culture, and more in her voice and lyrics.
Includes translations of Spanish word
Harry Houdini astounded audiences around the
globe with his death-defying acts and
illusions. With his wife, Bess, often by his
side, he freed himself from ropes, handcuffs,
straitjackets, and prison cells. Once he even
made a ten-thousand-pound elephant vanish
into thin air! Yet Harry's life was not
always so glamorous. When he was a boy, he
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shined shoes and did odd jobs to help make
ends meet. But a career in magic was always
in the cards for Harry. Readers will be
mesmerized by this captivating biography of
one of the most celebrated escape artists and
magicians in history.
Provides an illustrated guide to salsa music
and it history, with sections on the musical
styles, dances, and performers within the
genre, as well as a bibliography and
discography.
An all-new Little Golden Book based on Space
Jam: A New Legacy, starring LeBron James and
the Looney Tunes! Basketball superstar LeBron
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James teams up with Bugs Bunny and the Looney
Tunes for Space Jam: A New Legacy, the longawaited reimagining of the original, beloved
film. Boys and girls ages 2 to 5 will love
this all-new Little Golden Book.
Queen Bey
A Celebration of the Power and Creativity of
Beyoncé Knowles-Carter
Through the Cracks
Celia Cruz, Queen Of Salsa
March On!
Ella Queen of Jazz
This exceptional bedtime story for ages 3 to 6 follows the
adventures of Hug, a hero who got stuck as he was headed
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for the heart for which it was made. Will Hug navigate past
The Web of Sticky Thoughts to deliver love and care to the
one special heart for which it was intended? Wonderfully
illustrated, this book, which is part of the Conscious Bedtime
Story Club collection, is a sure-fire winner for parents seeking
conscious parenting tools, as it helps kids to learn that
sometimes it takes surrender for everything to get better. The
book ends with Your Daily Hug Meter, a short set of questions
to help children open to giving and receiving love, and the
value of surrender as an antidote to Sticky Thoughts.
In The Florida Room Alexandra T. Vazquez listens to the
music and history of Miami to offer a lush story of place and
people, movement and memory, dispossession and survival.
She transforms the "Florida room"--an actual architectural
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phenomenon--into a vibrant spatial imaginary for Miami's
musical cultures and everyday life. Drawing on songs,
ephemera, and oral histories from artists, families, and
inheritors of their traditions, Vazquez hears Miami as a city
that has long been shaped by Indigenous Florida, the
Bahamas, the Caribbean, and southern Georgia. She draws
connections between seemingly disparate artists, sounds,
and stories, from singer Gwen McCrae to pirate radio
innovator DJ Uncle Al, from the Miccosukee rock band Tiger
Tiger to the Cuban-American songwriter Desmond Child,
among the percussionists Dafnis Prieto, Obed Calvaire, and
Yosvany Terry, and through the notes of Eloise Lewis, Betty
Wright, and the Miami Bass group Anquette. By listening to
musical collaborations and ancestral ties across place and
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time, Vazquez brings together formal musical details, the
histories of people and locations they hold, and the aesthetic
traditions transformed inside them.
Series of one-page illustrations and words about Celia Cruz,
"the queen of salsa", by second grade students at John Fiske
Elementary School in Kansas City, Kansas.
Tells the story of the first black heavyweight champion of the
world, Jack Johnson, who rose through the ranks in the early
twentieth century.
The Story of Rock Legend Carlos Santana
Superheroes Are Everywhere
Musica!
The Ballad of Jack Johnson
Azúcar!
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I Am Farmer

There are lots of different places to visit in the
world! Have you ever been on an island? What
would it be like to live on one? Take a trip to
tropical Cuba and learn about the history and
culture of this Caribbean country. Full-color
photographs and carefully leveled text bring
Cuba to life, while age-appropriate critical
thinking questions introduce readers to
nonfiction. It's almost like being on the beach
yourself!
Veronica Chambers, who is currently a
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contributing editor at Glamour, looks back on
the relationship she had with her mother,
growing up in Brooklyn in the 1970s, and
shares some important truths about what we
all really want from our mothers--and what we
can give them in return.
Read about "La Reina de la Salsa" in Hispanic
Star: Celia Cruz, and learn the most
groundbreaking, iconic Hispanic and Latinx
heroes that have shaped our culture and the
world in this gripping biography series for
young readers, perfect for fans of the Who
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Was series. If you can see it, you can be it.
Meet the Queen of Salsa, Celia Cruz—once
just a girl from Havana, Cuba, who loved to
sing. Her soulful voice, compelling charm, and
unstoppable determination led to her
meteoric rise to fame, opening the door for
Latinx performers everywhere. Her booming
career took her from the Sonora Matancera to
the Fania All-Stars, with the rising popularity
of salsa, a genre born of Afro-Cuban musical
stylings. Six decades and more than seventy
albums later, Celia’s influence still has an
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undeniable hold on today’s music. Hispanic
Star proudly celebrates Hispanic and Latinx
heroes who have made remarkable
contributions to American culture and have
been undeniable forces in shaping its future.
From Vice President Kamala Harris comes a
picture book with an empowering message:
Superheroes are all around us--and if we try,
we can all be heroes too. Now a #1 New York
Times bestseller! Before Kamala Harris was
elected to the vice presidency, she was a little
girl who loved superheroes. And when she
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looked around, she was amazed to find them
everywhere! In her family, among her friends,
even down the street--there were superheroes
wherever she looked. And those superheroes
showed her that all you need to do to be a
superhero is to be the best that you can be. In
this empowering and joyful picture book that
speaks directly to kids, Kamala Harris takes
readers through her life and shows them that
the power to make the world a better place is
inside all of us. And with fun and engaging art
by Mechal Renee Roe, as well as a guide to
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being a superhero at the end, this book is sure
to have kids taking up the superhero mantle
(cape and mask optional). Praise for
Superheroes Are Everywhere: "This [book]
offers a solid message: a superhero could be
anyone, including you." --Booklist
The Cemeteries of New York City from
Colonial Times to the Present
Shoot the Singer!
Hispanic Star: Celia Cruz
Growing an Environmental Movement in
Cameroon
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Drum, Chavi, Drum!
Where's Bluey?
Haegue Yang?s artworks are known not only
for their diversity of media and methods, but
also for their eloquent and seductive
sculptural language of conceptual
abstraction, often derived from her research
on figures and events throughout history, as
well as inquiries on the notion of folk and
traditional craft techniques. 0Bringing
together new and existing works spanning
the last decade, Haegue Yang?s solo
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exhibition In the Cone of Uncertainty at The
Bass foregrounds the artist?s consistent
curiosity about the world and tireless
experimentation with materializing the
complexity of identity politics and their everchanging parameters. Its companion
publication highlights a substantial selection
of Yang?s oeuvre, including blind
installations, anthropomorphic works and
light sculptures, with an expanded focus on
her growing series of mural-like graphic wall
pieces. 0HAEGUE YANG (*1971, Seoul) lives
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and works in Berlin and Seoul. Since 2017
she has been Professor at the Städelschule in
Frankfurt am Main. Her work has been
included in numerous exhibitions
internationally, such as the Venice Biennale;
documenta, Kassel; at Centre Pompidou,
Paris; and at Museum Ludwig, Cologne. Her
solo presentation at the MoMA New York will
open in October 2019.00Exhibition: The Bass
Museum of Art, Miami Beach, FL, USA
(02.11.2019 - 05.04.2020) .
Chavi's music teacher believes that only boys
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should play drums in Miami's Festival de
Calle Ocho, but Chavi knows she is a good
musician and looks for a way to prove it.
10,000 first printing.
Shares the story of how teacher Dolores
Huerta came to fight for the rights of her
community's farm workers--who were poorly
paid and worked under dangerous
conditions--to ensure fair and safe working
conditions for the migrant workers.
During the Depression, a young Memphis boy
trains his pet duck to do tricks in the fountain
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of a grand hotel and ends up becoming the
Duck Master of the Peabody Hotel.
Queen of Salsa
A Picture Book of Harry Houdini
Selenidad
Churchill Wanted Dead or Alive
Music Censorship Today
The Florida Room
An outpouring of memorial tributes and public
expressions of grief followed the death of the Tejana
recording artist Selena Quintanilla Pérez in 1995.
The Latina superstar was remembered and mourned
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in documentaries, magazines, websites,
monuments, biographies, murals, look-alike
contests, musicals, drag shows, and more. Deborah
Paredez explores the significance and broader
meanings of this posthumous celebration of Selena,
which she labels “Selenidad.” She considers the
performer’s career and emergence as an icon within
the political and cultural transformations in the
United States during the 1990s, a decade that
witnessed a “Latin explosion” in culture and
commerce alongside a resurgence of anti-immigrant
discourse and policy. Paredez argues that Selena’s
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death galvanized Latina/o efforts to publicly mourn
collective tragedies (such as the murders of young
women along the U.S.-Mexico border) and to
envision a brighter future. At the same time,
reactions to the star’s death catalyzed political
jockeying for the Latino vote and corporate attempts
to corner the Latino market. Foregrounding the role
of performance in the politics of remembering,
Paredez unravels the cultural, political, and
economic dynamics at work in specific
commemorations of Selena. She analyzes Selena’s
final concert, the controversy surrounding the
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memorial erected in the star’s hometown of Corpus
Christi, and the political climate that served as the
backdrop to the touring musicals Selena Forever and
Selena: A Musical Celebration of Life. Paredez
considers what “becoming” Selena meant to the
young Latinas who auditioned for the biopic Selena,
released in 1997, and she surveys a range of
Latina/o queer engagements with Selena, including
Latina lesbian readings of the star’s death scene and
queer Selena drag. Selenidad is a provocative
exploration of how commemorations of Selena
reflected and changed Latinidad.
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An evocative collection of short stories by a threetime Pura Belpre honoree. Now available in
paperback! When Carmen Teresa receives a
notebook as a holiday gift, the guests suggest she
write down their own childhood stories, which they
tell. But Carmen Teresa, who loves to cook, collects
their family recipes instead! With energy, sensitivity,
and warmth, Lulu Delacre introduces readers to a
symphony of colorful characters whose 9 stories
dance through a year of Latin American holidays and
customs. Countries include Mexico, Puerto Rico,
Argentina, Guatamala and Peru. Seventeen
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delicious and authentic recipes are included.
A memoir from the world-famous chef describes his
life as an orphan in Ethiopia, upbringing by his
adoptive family in Sweden, and the cooking lessons
from his adoptive grandmother that lead him to train
in some of Europe's most demanding kitchens.
Traces the history of immigration to America, from
the prehistoric peoples who crossed the land bridge
from Asia to modern war refugees
Presenting Celia Cruz
Dolores Huerta
The Hug Who Got Stuck
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Letters to the Queen of Salsa
The Story of Immigration
A Search-And-Find Book
FEATURED IN: The New York Times Book Review ("New
and Noteworthy") • Essence • Newsweek • People • Bustle •
PopSugar • Refinery 29 • HelloGiggles' • PureWow •
Newsday • AMNewYork The Ultimate Beyoncé Collectible
"Beyoncé fans will eat it up." —People "You don't need to be
in the Beyhive to appreciate Queen Bey...Voices including
culture critic Luvvie Ajayi and actress and producer Lena
Waithe give us a fresh take on Beyoncé, who's arguably the
biggest pop star of our time." —Essence Beyoncé. Her name
conjures more than music, it has come to be synonymous with
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beauty, glamour, power, creativity, love, and romance. Her
performances are legendary, her album releases events. She
is not even forty but she has already rewritten the Beyoncé
playbook more than half a dozen times. She is consistently
provocative, political and surprising. As a solo artist, she has
sold more than 100 million records. She has won 22 Grammys
and is the most-nominated woman artist in the history of
Grammy awards. Her 2018 performance at Coachella wowed
the world. The New York Times wrote: "There's not likely to be
a more meaningful, absorbing, forceful and radical
performance by an American musician this year or any year
soon." Artist, business woman, mother, daughter, sister, wife,
black feminist, Queen Bey is endlessly fascinating. Queen Bey
features a diverse range of voices, from star academics to
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outspoken cultural critics to Hollywood and music stars.
Essays include: "What Might a Black Girl Be in This World,"
an introduction by Veronica Chambers "Beychella is Proof
That Beyoncé is the Greatest Performer Alive. I’m Not
Arguing." by Luvvie Ajayi "On the Journey Together," by Lena
Waithe "What Beyoncé Means to Everyone," by Meredith
Broussard with visualizations by Andrew Harvard and Juan
Carlos Mora "Jay-Z's Apology to Beyoncé Isn't Just Celebrity
Gossip — It's a Political Act" by Brittney Cooper "All Her
Single Ladies" by Kid Fury "The Elevator" by Ylonda Gault
"The Art of Being Beyoncé" by Maria Brito "Getting, Giving
and Leaving" by Melissa Harris Perry and Mankaprr Conteh
"Beyoncé the Brave" by Reshma Saujani "Living into the
Lemonade: Redefining Black Women’s Spirituality in the Age
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of Beyoncé" by Candice Benbow "Beyoncé’s Radical Ways"
by Carmen Perez "Finding la Reina in Queen Bey" by Isabel
Gonzalez Whitaker "Beyoncé, Influencer" by Elodie Maillet
Storm "The King of Pop and the Queen of Everything" by
Michael Eric Dyson "Style So Sacred" by Edward Enninful
"The Beauty of Beyoncé" by Fatima Robinson "Because
Beyoncé." by Ebro Darden "King Bey" by Treva B. Lindsey
"Meridonial: Beyoncé’s Southern Roots and References" by
Robin M. Boylorn "B & V: A Love Letter" by Caroline Clarke
Having led thousands in a march for civil rights to the foot of
the Lincoln Memorial on August 28, 1963, Martin Luther King,
Jr. gave a speech that would forever inspire people to
continue to fight for change in the years ahead.
Discover the true story of how environmentalist Farmer Tantoh
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is transforming the landscape in his home country of
Cameroon. When Tantoh Nforba was a child, his fellow
students mocked him for his interest in gardening. Today he's
an environmental hero, bringing clean water and bountiful
gardens to the central African nation of Cameroon. Authors
Miranda Paul and Baptiste Paul share Farmer Tantoh's
inspiring story.
A bilingual portrait of the "Queen of Salsa" describes her
childhood in Cuba, her musical career, and her move to the
United States, and explains how her music brought her native
Cuba to the world.
Salsa Stories
The Day My Brother Martin Changed the World
Let's Explore Cuba
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Shirley Chisholm Is a Verb
A Bike Like Sergio’s
Me Llamo Celia

“Boelts lays out Ruben’s ethical dilemma and
emotional turmoil without preaching, and his
struggle toward the moral choice . . . is both
dramatic and genuine.” — Publishers Weekly
(starred review) Ruben feels like he is the only
kid without a bike. His friend Sergio reminds him
that his birthday is coming, but Ruben knows his
family can’t afford that. So when Ruben sees a
dollar bill fall out of someone’s purse, he picks it
up and puts it in his pocket. But when he gets
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home, he discovers it’s not one dollar or even
five or ten — it’s a hundred-dollar bill, more than
enough for a new bike just like Sergio’s! Finders
keepers, right? Presenting a relatable story with
subtlety and heart, the creative team behind
Those Shoes pairs up again for a story about how
hard it can be to do the right thing.
From gangsta rap to narcocorrigos and beyond,
this unique book is the first worldwide
presentation of contemporary cases of music
censorship. With an accompanying CD of banned
music from around the world, the book also
includes a discussion of the causes, methods and
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logic behind contemporary attempts by
governments, commercial corporations, and
religious authorities to prevent people from
hearing certain kinds of music and, in particular,
the content of particular songs. Cases come from
a surprisingly wide range of countries, including
Israel, Turkey, North Korea, Mauritania, Mexico,
France, South Africa, Afghanistan, Nigeria, Cuba,
and the United States, and more. In addition to
presenting a large number of specific instances,
this volume also explores the logic behind these
concerns--including two instances where censors
explain, in their own words, what they were
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doing--and the implications of a digital world for
music censorship in the future.
Ella Fitzgerald sang the blues and she sang them
good. Ella and her fellas were on the way up! It
seemed like nothing could stop her, until the
biggest club in town refused to let her play... and
all because of her colour. But when all hope
seemed lost, little did Ella imagine that a
Hollywood star would step in to help. This is the
incredible true story of how a remarkable
friendship between Ella Fitzgerald and Marilyn
Monroe was born - and how they worked
together to overcome prejudice and adversity.
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An inspiring story, strikingly illustrated, about
the unlikely friendship between two celebrated
female icons of America's golden age.
The inspiring story of Bobbi Gibb, the first
female to run the Boston Marathon in 1966,
comes to life in stunningly vivid collage
illustrations. Full color.
Make It Messy
John Philip Duck
Girl Running
Bobbi Gibb and the Boston Marathon
When Angels Sing
A Hero to Migrant Workers
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An in-depth biography of the Queen of Salsa, successful
singer, Cuban-American political exile and humanitarian,
deeply loved by the Latino community, much of which is
based on unpublished personal interviews and
conversations with the author. It covers h
La Vida de Celia Cruz
A Song for Celia Cruz
Black Jack
Dear Celia
In the Cave of Uncertainty
Coming to America
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